If you cannot find a required book for your class please contact your professor.

**BC402: Counseling Children/Adolescents/Families**

*Shepherding a Child’s Heart*
Author: Tedd Tripp  
Amazon Price new: $9.97  
ISBN-10: 0966378601

*What the Bible Says About Parenting: Biblical Principles for Raising Godly Children*
Author: John MacArthur  
Amazon Price new: $11.60  
ISBN-10: 0849937752

*When Good Kids Make Bad Choices*
Authors: Elyse Fitzpatrick, James Newheiser, Laura Hendrickson  
Amazon Price new: $8.82  
ISBN-10: 0736915648

*Instructing a Child’s Heart*
Authors: Ted and Margy Tripp  
Amazon Price new: $10.93  
ISBN-10: 0981540007

**BL205: Elementary Hebrew I**

*Living Biblical Hebrew: MP4 DVD Introduction Part One (Aleph)*
Author: Randall Buth  
biblicallanguagecenter.com: $45.00  

*Living Biblical Hebrew: MP3 CD and Manual Introduction Part Two (Beth)*
Author: Randall Buth  
biblicallanguagecenter.com: $110.00  
ISBN-10: 965-7352-01-0

**BL301: Intermediate Greek**

*Grammar Notes on the Noun and the Verb and Certain Other Items*
Author: Philip R. Williams  
Only available in SBC bookstore

*Philippians (Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament)*
Authors: Moisés Silva  
Amazon Price new: $16.99  
ISBN: 0801026814

*The Greek New Testament: Dictionary*
Author: Kurt Aland  
Amazon price new: $27.99-40.00  
ISBN: 3438051109

**BS110: Applied Hermeneutics**
The English-Greek Reverse Interlinear New Testament (English Standard Version)
Author: John Schwandt
ISBN: 158134628X
Amazon price new: $35.35

The Analytical Lexicon to the New Testament
Author: William D. Mounce
ISBN: 0310542103
Amazon price new: $26.10

BS111: New Testament Literature

Survey of the New Testament
Author: Paul Benware
ISBN: 9780802424839
Amazon price new: $16.64

The Bible Knowledge Commentary
Author: John F. Walvoord
ISBN: 9780882424839
Amazon price new: $28.88

BS111: New Testament Literature ONLINE

Encountering the New Testament: A Historical and Theological Survey
Authors: Robert W. Yarbrough, Walter A. Elwell
ISBN: 0801039649
Amazon price new: $28.22

Jesus: The Greatest Life of All (Great Lives Series)
Author: Charles R. Swindoll
ISBN: 1400202582
Amazon price new: $7.73

BS140: Oral Transmission and Memorization of the Bible I

Oral Transmission in Judaism and Christianity: A Case for Memorization
Author: Tom Meyer
ISBN-10: 1452877319
Amazon price new: $9.99

BS312: The Book of Genesis

The Lost World of Adam and Eve: Genesis 2-3 and the Human Origins Debate
Author: John H. Walton
ISBN-10: 0830824618
Amazon price new: $13.44

Adam as Israel
Author: Seth Postell
Amazon price new: $24.00

BS318: The Book of Judges
Distressing Days of the Judges
Author: Leon Wood  
Amazon price new: $37.80  
ISBN-10: 1579101348  (also available in library)  

BS381: Studies Non-Pauline Epistles

The Bible Knowledge Commentary
Author: John F. Walvoord  
Amazon price new: $28.88  
ISBN: 9780882078120

CCM201: Intro to Missions (ONLINE and On Campus)

Introduction to World Missions, A Biblical, Historical, and Practical Survey
Authors: A. Scott Moreau, Gary Corwin and Gary McGee  
Amazon price new: $15.48  
ISBN-10: 0801026482

Radical, Tacking Back Your Faith from the American Dream
Author: David Platt  
Amazon price new: $8.20  
ISBN-10: 1601422210

Operation world, Definitive Prayer Guide to Every Nation
Author: Jason Mandryk  
Amazon price new: $14.22  
ISBN-10: 0830857249

CM190: Field Ministry

The God Who Hears
W. Bingham Hunter  
Amazon price new: $7.00  
ISBN-10: 0877846049  

CM290: Field Ministry

The God Who Hears
W. Bingham Hunter  
Amazon price new: $7.00  
ISBN-10: 0877846049  

CO101: English Composition

The Craft of Research, Third Edition
Authors: Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M. Williams  
Amazon price new: $12.83  

CO103: Computer Software for Research, Composition and
A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, Seventh Edition: Chicago Style for Students and Researchers (Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing)
Author: Kate L. Turabian
Amazon price new: $5.48

ECE112: Child/Family/Community
Home, School, and Community Relations
Author: Carol Gestwicki
Amazon price new: $85.76

ED302: The Exceptional Child ONLINE
Exceptional Learners: Introduction to Special Education (11th Edition)
Authors: Daniel P. Hallahan, James M. Kauffman, Paige C. Pullen
Amazon price new: $9.06

ED421: Methods in Teaching Math
Guided Math: A Framework for Mathematics Instruction
Author: Laney Sammons
ISBN-10: 1425805345
Amazon price new: $18.25

ED422: Methods in Teaching Science
Tools and Traits for Highly Effective Science Teaching, K-8
Author: Jo Anne Vasquez
Amazon price new: $14.20

ED423: Methods in Teaching Social Studies
Best Practices for Teaching Social Studies: What Award-Winning Classroom Teachers Do
Author: Randi Stone
ISBN-10: 1632205467
Amazon price new: $12.91

HI201A: United States History I ONLINE
Authors: Ariela J. Gross, H. W. Brands, R. Hal Williams, T. H. Breen
ISBN: 9780205036561
Amazon price new: $5.53

HI301: Jewish History I
Heritage: Civilization and the Jews
Author: Abba Eban
ISBN: 1451662408
Amazon price new: $24.00
Jesus, Salvation, and the Jewish People: The Uniqueness of Jesus and Jewish Evangelism
Author: David Parker
ISBN: 9781842276693
Amazon price new: $29.99
Kindle Edition: $9.99

The Torah’s Goal?
Author: Seth Postel
Kindle Edition: $2.99

Between Cross and Crescent: Jewish Civilization from Mohammed to Spinoza
Author: David B. Ruderman
SBC bookstore: $15.00

TS101: Spiritual Life (ONLINE and On Campus)

Balancing the Christian Life
Author: Charles Ryrie
ISBN-10: 0802408877
Amazon price new: $5.83

Following Christ
Author: Joseph Stowell
ISBN-10: 0310219345
Amazon price new: $11.69

He That Is Spiritual
Author: Lewis Sperry Chafer
ISBN-10: 1502823942
Amazon price new: $5.99

TS102: Scripture and God

Basic Theology: A Popular Systematic Guide to Understanding Biblical Truth
Author: Charles Ryrie
ISBN-10: 0802427340
Amazon price new: $22.37

A General Introduction to the Bible
Author: Norman L. Geisler and William E Nix
Amazon price new: $22.93

Foundations of Biblical Inerrancy
Author: David Nicholas
ISBN: 0088469-104-7
Amazon price new: $5.50

Scripture: Its Power, Authority and Relevance
Author: Robert Saucy
Amazon price new: $16.00
(Copies on reserve in the Faye Messler Library)

God Breathed: The Undeniable Power and Reliability of Scripture
Author: Josh McDowell
ISBN: 9781634093811
Amazon price new: $8.57
The God Who Is Real
Author: Henry Morris
ISBN: 0081062330
Amazon price new: $7.25

What On Earth Is God Doing?
Author: Renald Showers
Amazon price new: $9.73

TS103: Survey of Christian Theology I

Basic Theology: A Popular Systematic Guide to Understanding Biblical Truth
Author: Charles Ryrie
ISBN-10: 0802427340
Amazon price new: $22.37

TS310: Holy Spirit and Angels

Demons: A Biblically Based Perspective
Author: Alex Konya
GBIbooks.com price new: $11.69

Angels, Satan and Demons
Author: Robert Lightner
ISBN: 0-8499-1371-3
Amazon price new: $8.72

The Holy Spirit
Author: Charles Ryrie
ISBN: 978-0-8024-3578-1
Amazon price new: $9.95